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lrul:istinguishabl,e Space-Times 
and the Fundamental Group 

It has recently been noted (Ellis. 1971; Dautcourt, 1971; Ellis and 
Sciama, 1972: Clymour, 1972; Trautman, 1965) that in some general re la

tivistic cosmologies various global features of space-time may necessar
ily t"scap<" d<'lcnnination . In cont rast to classical space-time theories, the 
f'1111d11111c •11tal grooop of'spat.'t'·t imc may itself he such a feature in a re lativis
tic· s pnc·c·-linlC'. A pn·dsc· account o f' what it means for two space-times to 
111· "i11dis li11g11ish11hl1·" will 1wn11it us to prove some e lementary prop-

11si li1111.• C'1111n•rni11g Iii<' c·lassilication of' indist inguishable space-times 
whic·h lrnvc· dislinl'l glohal topologks. 

'J'I,.. 1·q11ali1111s 111' l:1111iliar sp:wc-tillll' theories are local and therefore , 
1·vc· 11 ass11111i11g a t"mpll'tc alTinc connection. do not of themselves deter-
111i11l' a 1111iq11e topology for space or for space-time. The equations of 

Newtonian theory (as given. for example, by Trautman , 1965) permit 
space-time to have any topology V X R, where R is the reals and V is any 
three-d imensional manifold admitting a complete Riemannian connection 
of zero curvature. The re are exactly eighteen such distinct space-forms. 
Many topologically different Newtonian models can be distinguished em
pirically either by making global journeys through space or by observing 

systems which have made such journeys. The possibility of such journeys 
results not solely from the fact that Newtonian theory allows arbitrarily 
fast causal signals, for even very slow s ignals can make transits of the 

universe, given e nough time--and if the affine connection is complete. 
there is always enough time. 

But let us look at the case of light. If space is not simply connected-if it 
is a 3-torus or, let us say, the topological product of a cylinder and the 

reals- then the re will be points p, q and spatial paths a, f3 such that light 
can leave p and reach q e ithe r by a or by {3, and the path a {3- ' will not he 
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homotopic to a constant map. Thus, as long as there are sources, "ghost 

images" of the sources will be observable in principle, and the pattern of 
such images will be determined by the fundamental group of space. For ex-

11mple, suppose space has topology S X RX R. If an observatory and a star 
are located on the same cylinder , tben light from the s tar can reach the 
ohservatory by (1) going in either of two direct ions from the source to the 
o~iservatory , but not spiraling complete ly around the cylinde r, or (2) spi

mling completely around the cylinder (in eithe r of two directions) any 
finite number of times before reaching the observatory. Light that spirals 

11rnund n times will be dimmer than light that spirals around m times, 
111 < n, because it will have traveled farther. Moreover, if m is a large 
11111nber, the images from m and m + I spiral paths will appear closer 

toge the r than will the images of m and m + l spiral paths for small m. 
'!'Ions the images of the star will appear to us roughly as they do in the 

owmmpanying picture. 

* * * ~ ... 

* * * * * * * ** ... 
Topologies with a different fundamental group will produce other dis-

11111·1 ive patterns. Special re lativity, too, admits alternative topologies, but 
lo tlois case we do not have a classifi cation theorem. If, however, we 

'"'" ' ic lc·r only those product topologies V X R, where R is timelike, then V 
11 11 1s l ht• a three-dimensional Euclidean space form. Now in special rela
llvll v thc·re are not arbitraiily fast causal chains, but still we can, in 

111 111".·iplc'. always d e termine something about the global topology of 
' l"""'· l i111<· Let us wlite X << Y if there is a future-directed time like 
p11ll1 J'rom X to Y. Le t 1- (Y) be {XE M: X << Y} (and similarly, J+(Y) = {X 
, M: r < < X} ). Consider the projection map 71: V X R-+ V given by p (v, r) 

11 . 'J'loc·n for nny YE V XII , /l(/(Y)) = \/. Th is means that at any time an 
11l"1•1v1•r in n s1wd:ol n·lntivis tic- 1·osn1ology ""'Id in p rinciple determine 
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his topology in exactly the same way that an obseiver in a Newtonian 

cosmology with the same topology might do. 
In Newtonian and special relativistic cosmologies we are not presented 

with causally inaccessible regions. In general r elativity we often are, even 
in the simplest of cases. The Schwarzchild solution already contains a 
region of space-time from which, once inside it, nothing can escape. Early 
writers on cosmology, Wey! (1922) and Tolman (1934) for example, r ecog
nized that the determination of the curvature of space would not of itself 
determine the global topology of space. They assumed, however , that 

global topology could be determined by the appearance of ghost images 
and other phenomena and they did not entertain the possibility that 
causal inaccessibility might prevent us from making the global d iscrimina
tions possible in classical cosmologies. To investigate the question we 
nee d a precise notion of what it might m ean for two general relativistic 
cosmologies to be indistinguishable. Clearly they must be locally isomet
ric; but as Marder (1962) has shown , that is not sufficient. Now the events 
of which an obseiver can have knowledge are exh austed by what happens 
at points connected to h is world-line by future-directed timelike or null 
curves. So an intuitive requi rement for indistinguishability is that the re 

be local isometries which extend over the whole causal past of any world 
line. This idea can readily be made more precise. 

By a space-time we shall mean a four-dimensional differentiable mani

fold with a smooth pseudo-Riem annian metric form of Lorentz signature. 
Where convenient, we identify a curve with its image on a manifold. 

Definition : Two isochronous space-times , M and N , are indistinguishable 
if and only if for every maximal curve, a , on M , whose tangent vector fi eld 
is everywhe re timelike , the re is a maximal curve , r , on N whose tangent 
vecto r fi eld is everywhere timelike and 1-(a ) = Urnr 1-(x) is isometric to 
1-(r ) = Uyn 1-(y), and likewise with Mand N interchanged . 

Remark: 1-(r ) is an open set . As long as there are no maxim al timelik<· 
curves with a future-most point, we need not explicitly conside r points ;:, 
connected to a point x by a future-directed null curve because fo r uny 
isochronous space-time , if z is connected to x by a future-directed null 
curve, and xis connected toy by a future-directed timelike cu1ve. then :. 
is conn ected to y by a future-directed timelike cu1ve (scP G<·rod1 and 
Penrose, 1972). It should be clear that indistin).(tlishahility is an <·q11iva
lence relation. 

I NDISTI NGUISHABLE SPACE-TIMES 

With a little streng th ening, the usual cosmological assumptions amount 

to the requirement that space-time have a product structure, M = V X R, 
where V is a complete three-dimensional Riemannian space of constant 
curvature, R the reals, and M carries the pseudo-Riemannian metric form 
dt @ dt - R2(t) dv @ dv whe re dt is the obvious 1-form on the reals, 
dv © dv is the Riemannian form on V , and R(t) is a smooth function of the 
real variable t . Such a cosmological model will be called standard. We note 

that all standard space-times are assumed complete. The propositions 
i.:iven subsequently are sta ted for standard models. but all of them. save 
I he first , apply as well if we require only that the models be products V XI 
(where I is an interval of the reals) and hence no t necessarily complete. 
Many of the most popular cosmological models, e.g., the Frie dman mod
c· ls, satisfy this weaker condition. 

The following simplifi cation is elementary: 

l'mposition 1: Two standard space-times, Mand N, are indistinguishable 
if a11<l only if for every x EM (y EN) there is a y EN (x EM) such that Z-(x) is 
isometric to 1-(y). 

It is easy to g ive conditions sufficiel)t fo r a standard model to have an 
1111 lis linguishable but nonhomeomorphic counte q)art .1 If M = V X R is 
, 1a11darcl and (1) ~ is a nonhivial group of isometries acting freely and 
l'' "IH'rly discon tinuously on M; (2) for every 8 E ~there is an isometry g 
1111 \I such that 8(v, t ) = (g(i;), t ); and (3) for every 8 E ~ and for eve1y x EM , 
ii /'l I I im plies th at r (:r) n 1- (ax) is e mpty. th en M is ind istinguishable from 
1111' quo tient space-time Ml~ . Such con ditions are not, howeve r . 
" 11'1 11·i1·11tly informative; we should like , in addition, quasi-local topologi-
1·111 1·011ditions suffi cient to guarantee that a standard model has a cove1ing 
1111111 which it is indistinguishable. Ideally such conditions should repre
o,1•111 11 1<· kind of information given by ghost images. It is evident that in 
w·11c ·r:1I 1111 pt1n'ly topological conditions together with local isomehy will 
I ... 111·<·1·ssary and sulncicnt fo r two standard space-t imes to be indistin
wm l1ahl<· . 

< :1111sidn a point . .r, in a standard model M = V X R. Let a: [0,- 1] -+ M, 

/I IO. 11 - M lH' t'll l'\'('S snch that (1) a (O) = {3(0) = x; (2) a(l ) = /3(1) E 
I ( I) . 1111d (:1) 1111· 1:111).(1•111 V<·dor fields to a and f3 are timelike. The product 
• 1111 c· n/3 1 is tlu·11 a 1·los<'d loop th rough .r. Let C he the set of all closed 
l1111 p ' 1'11rn11·d fro 111 a lf pai rs of t'llrV<·S. n, {3. llll'Pl ill).( till' ahovc condi tions. 
l11w· tl11 ·r wil li the · 1·1111sl:111 l 111ap 1•: IO. 11- · Cd. (.' is 1111dnstood to contai n 
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{3or' if it contains a13- 1• Now fonn the class, S. of all products of loops in 
c. Just as in homotopy theory, we proceed to defi ne an equivalence 
relation on the curves in S and turn the set of equivalence classes into a 
group. We take two curves in S to be eq uivalent if they are homotopic by 

a homotopy every curve of which is itself in S. That is, curves w, TE S are 
equivalent if and only if there is a continuous map F : (0. l ] X [O, l ] -+ M 

such that 
F(O, t) = w(t) 
F{l, t) = T(t) 
F(t, 0) = x 
F(t , 1) = x 

and for every u E (0. l] the curve u.(t ) = F(u, t) is in S. Denote the 
equivalence class of u ES by [u] and define the product [u] · [T] of [u] 
and [T] to be [uT], the equivalence class of the product curve <r'T. and 
similarly defi ne [uJ- 1 to be [u - 1] . The standard treatments of the funda

me ntal group readily show that the relation on S given above is an equiva
le nce re lation, that the product and inverse operations on the equivalence 
classes are well denned . and that the equivalence classes form a group 
under the operations. We denote the group thus defined by "r(x)." 

Proposition 2: Let M = V X R be a s tandard model. x EM, p : M -+ V the 
projection map. The n p induces a surjective g roup homomorphism 

P• : r(x)---> 1T1(pl - (x) , px). 
Proof: Since for a , f3 E S, the projection map p generates a homotopy of 
pa and pf3 from a homotopy of a and {J , it is obvious that the map p 

taking the homotopy class of a to the homotopy class of p a is well den ned 
and a homomorphism. To show that p , is surjective, we argue that any 
generator of 1T1(pl -(x), px) contains a curve that is the composition of two 
othe r curves which are the p rojections of suitable time like future

directe d curves in 1- (x). 

Since the space-times in question are standard , whe ther or not a dif~ 
ferentiable curve a in pl-(x) ending in p(x} is the projection of a time likl' 
future-directed curve in 1-(x} depe nds only on the le ngth of a. If 111 -{x) is 
bounded. then there will be a number r > 0 such if a has ltml(th < ,., then 
a is the projection of a timelike curve. Jn fact. if I,. is the t iml' l.~mnl inall· 

of x , we may set r =ft,._!!.!_ . (If 1- (x) is not ho11nd<'d . i. t>. . p l (x) = \I . 
~ R(I) 
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then /Jo is obviously surjective.) If U is the universal Rie mannian covering 
of V, then any arc-component of pl -(x) will be an open r-ball in U. Let 
q : U -+ V be the covering map, and let X C U be an arc-component of 

11-•p1-(x) and denote by x the pre-image of px in X. If g is a generator in 

1T,(pJ- (x), px), the n there is a cL11ve a E g such that a is the composition of 
,1(a1

), q(a,) where a., a2 are geodesic segments in X. a1 is an arc begin
ning at x and ending at a point ii EX; a2 is an arc beginning at b EX and 
ending at x; and q(ii) = q(b). The leng th of a, and of a2 is less than r in 

1·ach case, and the same must be true of q{a1) and q{a,). Thus there are 
ruture-directed timelike curves s" s2 in 1-(x) that project onto q(a ,) and 

11(a,) respectively, and the element of r (x) containing s1 • s.- • is mapped 

lo g by p • . It follows that p . is surjective. 
The group r(x) could, ideally, be calculated from the information avail

:ihle from ghost images. In Newtonian cosmology r{x) is necessarily 
isomorphic to the fundamental g roup of space, but in general relativis tic 
msmology it need no t be. When it is not, the next result gives us a partial 

.. lassification of indistinguishable counterparts. 

f'mposition 3: Let M = V X R be a s tandard space-time with expansion 
l11 11ction R(t). Suppose that for all x E M, i.p .r(x) is a proper subgroup of 
rr,(V. 11x), where i: pl - (x) -> V is the inclusion map . Le t G be any normal 
"'hi.:roup of 1T1(V, v) such that for all z EM with 71:: = v , G contains a 
""11j11~ate of i,p, r(z). Then there is a s tandard space-time N = V X R 
1111 listinguishable from M, and 1T1(V) is isomorphic to G . 
/'mo{: Given a subgroup G of 1T1(V , v), there is a covering (V. 11). q : V-> 
I ', ,;r V such that for q(v) = v, q, 1T1(V, v) = G2 where q • is the injective 

l1111 11mnorphism of the fundamental group induced by I/· We claim. first. 
1ha l if G is a subgroup of 1T1(V , v) satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem 
111111 (\i. 11) a covering of the kind j ust me ntione d. th en fo r any:: EM such 
1liat 11;, = v. pl - (;:;) is an adm issible set. To show this, it suffices to prove 
1l1al 11• whe n restricted to any arc-compone nt of pr(z), has a continuous 

111 \ ' t'l'Sl' . 

t•I (;,) is a t•1m11ect1•d. locally arc-wise connected , open set. Let A be an 
11rl'·('OlllJ>tlllt'llt or,, - 1,,1- (::) and le t ii EA be such that q(v) _= v = v:· Let b, 
, , A and s11ppos1· that 11(f1) = 11(c) = Ii EV. Choose arcs {3, y, in A from i; 
lo/, :11111 to i· n•spl'ctiV<'ly. Thl'n ll'ttinl( f3 = q(f3) and ')' = q(y), {Jy - • is 
11 loop i1111 I (;,) thrnui.:h 11;, = r . Tiii' t1lll t·t'lio11 of all s11hl(roups I/ rr,(V. i) 
101 I t ., ' (r) is l'Xadly a l'Olljll).::lt')' d ass or s11hi.:rn11ps or 17",(V. i.:) ." By the 
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hypothesis of the theorem, ( />.r(;:;) is conjugate to a subgroup of G 
q 1T1(V. B), so by proposition 2, i 1T 1(pl-(z ), p;:;) is conjugate to a subgroup 

of G. Now the homotopy class [,By- •] of ,By- • is an ele ment of i ,1T,(pl -(;:;), 
p;:;), and therefore the re must be some i EV such that [,By- •] E q,1T,(V, ·~· 
Since q is injective, the corresponding lift of ,By-• must be closed in V . 

But G is normal. and he nce either every lift of ,By-• is closed or no lift is 
closed; therefore every lift of ,By- • is closed. This proves that b = c and 

hence q restricted to any arc-component of q- 1µ1-(z) is injective. Since q 
is an open continuous map, the restriction of q to any arc-component of 
q- 1µ1-(::;) is a homeomorphism. 

Vis a differentiable manifold, and there is a unique d ifferentiable struc
tu re on V for which q is a differen tiable map of maximal rank.' We take V 
to be endowed with this stmcture and. letting u be the metric form on V, 
define a Riemannian metric 1i on V by 1i (X, Y) = u(q.X, q,Y) fo r all 
vectors. X. Y. in the tangent space of any point in V. Then every admissi
ble set is isometric to any of its arc-components, and Vis a Riemannian 
space of the same consta nt curvature as V. The group D of deck transfor

mations of (V. I/) are isometries acting freel y and properly discontinuously 
on V; since ,,1-(:) is admissible fo r any z EM, for any arc-component A of 
pf -(;:;), and any de D , d =I' I , dA n A is e mpty. 

ow consider the space-time N = V X R with the same expansion 
function, R(t). as obtains on M . We claim that N is indistinguishable from 
M . The group A of isome tries of N of the form S(B, t) = (dB. t) for d£ D acts 
freely and properly d iscontinuously on N. Thus if cf>: N-+ M is th e map 
defined b y <f>(B, t) = (l/(B), t), (N, </>) is a pseudo-Riemannian coveti ng 
of M and M =NI A, the quotient of N by A. It follows from the prope rty of 
the group D established in the preceding paragraph that for every y E N 
and S =(cl, /) e A, if S is not the ide ntity. then 1-(y) n 1- (lly) is e mpty and 
1-(y) is an arc-componen t of an admissible set 1-(<f>(y)) of M. Thus for each 
y e N the re is an x e M such that 1- (y) is isometric to 1- (y). and , conversely. 
so by proposition l M and N are indist inguishable. 

Proposition 4 : Le t M = V X R be a spatially compact standard space-tim1•; 
suppose compact V has zero cu1vature and for all x EM. r(x) is trivial. 
The n for any (topological) space-form S admitting a me tric of zero c urva
ture, the re is a space-time N = S X R inclis tinguishahle from M. 
Sketch of Proof: By proposition 3 wc know that bcc:111s<• r(x) is t rivial lc1r all 

x e M . so that i /I r(.r) is the id!'n til y l'l1•11u·11 t and tli 11s a 11on11al s11li).(rn11p 

.'iii 
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111' ; 1T,(pl -(x). px), Mis indistinguishable from its universal covering U = 

II" X R. The idea is that for every Euclidean space-form S there is a 
,paee-t ime that is topologically S X R and indistinguishable from U and 
lwnce from M . This will follow if the p rojection on R3 of the chronological 

past of every world-line in U is suitably bound ed . 

I.ct q : Ra -+ V be a Riemannian covering map. From the proof of 

prnposition 3 we know that the map cf>: U-+ M given by <f>(a , t) = (q(a), t ) is 
,1 111\'t' ring taking the chronological past of every world-line on U isometri-
1·all y onto the chronological past of some world-line in M. For every yon 
.II . then. 1- (y) must be an admissib le set for the cove ring (U, cb); it follows 
111:11 11/ - (y) must be an admissible set for th e covering (R3

, q) of V, so 
1il (y) must be simply connected. 

1.1'1 B(b , r ) be an open ball in R" with radius r containing an arc-
1·11111 pont•nt of ,,1-(y ). The n B(b , r) must also con tain the p rojection pl -(CT) 
1011 " "l1l' world-line CT on U. Moreover, since the volume offl/ - (.r) for .re M 

" a l'rrndion only of the time <.~>ordinate and does not d epend on the 
ln1 -. 11iun of fl.\' in sp:1ce, the same value of r may he chosen for eve1y 
1111dd-li1w CT on M . In fact, r may be taken to be the length of any cu1ve in 
.1 i:•· rr c- 1~1tor of the fundamental group of V. It follows that for eve1y world-

111 ... ir un U, 111 -(CT) is contained in an open ball of radius r. 
'oow Id S' be a (topo logical) Euclidean space-form. S' is homeomorphie 

1 ... 1 ' ll:ll'<' S that is the quotient of R" by some group G of isomehies of R3
. 

t-. .. ·r)' s11d1 group is described b y a finite set of gene mtors and the ir 
1o·l.1li1111s so that if two sets of genemto rs satisfy ing these re lations gener
••lo · gr1111ps G , G', then R"/G is dilfeomo11>hic to R3/G'. For each group, 
11 ... gc·111· rators consis t of trnnslations and possibly compositions of tmnsla

l1o11" :r11d rnlalions, and the re are no restlict ions on how large the tmnsla

l1n11 ' """ ' h .. : that is , for any positive 11, we can choose t ranslat ions t in the 

11,0·1 ... 1al1;rs so that tlw distance from .r to 1(.r) is at least 11. Thus we may 
, 11"""' gc-111· ralors so that tilt' shortest distance :1 point is moved by any 

111·111 ·1al11r (a11d l1<·11l"<' by any l'll'ment of G other than the identity)' is at 

1, ·"' 11 . 111 parl i1·11lar. lcir an y space -fonn S' we may choose G so that S = 
/11/1 : . wi llo S li11111c-1111101vli ic to S' . and th l' shortes t d is tance any point in 

II ' " 11111\'1·d I"· :11n · 1·lc-1111·11t of(; otlu·r than the ide ntity is 2r. 
1'1 1< • q1111l ic•1;t ·'Jl;ll'I' S /l"/(; adm its a dillt'l'('n(iahlt• and metric St rUC· 

'"'' ' " "'Ii 1li:ol 1111 · c·rn·c- ri11 ).( 111ap 11 : II"-+ S is d iff< ·rl'n tiahle, of m<LXimal 
1 . 111~ . . 11111 :r l1 w:r l i">1111·l r)'. C:rn1,id1·r tlw sp:r1·1·-l i111e· N = S X fl with the 
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same expansion fu nction as U. Exactly as in the proof of proposition 3, we 
may define a covering of N by U in terms of the covering ofS by R3, show 

that for all y E N , 1- (y) is adm issible, and thus prove that N and U are 
indistinguishable. It follows that N and M are indistinguishable, since U is 
indistinguishable from M and inclis tinguishability is an equivalence rela
tion. 

Proposition 5: Let M = S3 X R be standard , and suppose that the length 
(in rad ians) of the projection on S" of eve ry null geoclesic on M is less than 
or equal to 7T/n, n > 0. Then Mis indistinguishable from a space-time N = 
sa1z,. X R, where z,. is a cyclic g i·oup of isometries of order m .;; 11. If M = 

S'IZ., X R and r(x) is hivial everywhere, then M is indistinguishable from 
N = 53/Z,. X R, m .;; n. 

The proof of proposition 5 is omitted , since it involves no new ideas and 
is immediate from the structure of the g roups of isome tries (given in Wolf, 
1967, p. 224) . It should be noted that certain globa l assumptions will 
reduce or eliminate the vatiety of ind istinguishable space-times. lf it is 
required that space-times be standard and satisfy the global cosmological 
pri nciple-that is, that the g roup of globa l isome t ries of space act 
t ransitively-then any two indistinguishable space-times of constant 
negative space curvature are isome tric. The possible topologie~ for 
standard space-times of zero curvature are reduced to R"' X T3 - m X R, 
where m < 3 and T3 - m is the (3 - 111)-dimensional torus. Calabi and 
Marcus (1962) have shown that if the g loba l pe rfect cosmological 
p1inciple-that the group of space-time isometti es act transitively-is 
introcluced , the n the only complete standard space-times of constant posi
tive curvature are the D e Sitter space-times. 

We note some examples. The De Sitter model is a hyp e r-hyperboloid 

in five-dimensional Minkowski space, with the metric induced the refrom. 
The mettic can be given the standard form 

ds2 = dt2 - cosh2 (t ) (dX 2 + sin2 X(d!l2)). 0 .;; X .;; 7T. 

Consider the class of moclels, (D , n), of this kind given by the fam ily or 
expansion functions 

cosh' (111) 

where n is a positive integer . Tlw maximum spatial t•<>frrd iuatt· d ista111·1· 

t raveled by a light lw am leaving a poinl 1111 the· 1·quat11rial splH'n' i., 

.'>H 
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Thus the maximum spatial distance t raveled in all of time is just 7T/n. By 
proposition 5 we have that the mode ls (D, n) are indfatinguishable from 
models with topology 53/Z,. X R, m "° n. 

Consider the family of spatially open, Euclidean moclels, M , with cos
mological constant A ;;. -87rp00 . T he mehic form can be written 

ds' = dt' - e'1'"'" (dx,• + dr2
2 + dr,") 

and we have (see Tolman, 1934, p. 403) the differential e quation 

([e•t•u<m = 8 7TPoo el<O + ~ e•U> 

dt 3 3 

which integrates to 

g = U2kt + d 

I S .. p A11• 1 a constant, k = -T+ 3· The radial velocity of a light ray is therefore 

dr/dt = ::te- •t«•• + Ill 

.1111 1 hence the coordinate dis tance traveled in all of time by a light ray 
lo·aving its source at an arbitrary time is finite. So by the argument of 
pr oposition 4 , for every time I, and for eve1y Euclidean space-form V, 
11i .. ,... is a space-t ime N that is topologically V X R and is indistinguishable 

IH 11 11 the space-time M1 obtained by deleting from M all points occu rring 
or l lime I or ear lier. All of these space-times are incomple te, but since they 
., ,.. s lrongly causal it follows fro m the work of C larke (1970) that they can 
lw m:ule null complete by a conformal change in the metric. 

Notes 
I I ,11:111 it,surnc..· th~u th'-" reader is fumiliar with the standard terminology and l'acts about 

111\r1111J.t sp:it.'('S. Sec, for t•xmn1>le. Wolf (J967), section 1.8. 
~ ~,.,. Wulf(l!J67), 1>. 39. 
; , S 1·1• W 111l1u•t• ( 1067), p. 155. 
I Woolf ( ltJff7j . JI· ·I I. 

:0. I 11111il tl1r :irJ,t11111c..•nl (for sc:v1·11h·t't1 cliffc•rt·nt east•s) th:tl the gcnerntors can be so chosen 
111111 II 11 '' t lw slu wl1•sl 11f<itla 111·1• a poinl is 111ovt"tl l1y :my j.tc•ncr.1tur in C. then every element 
1111: 11llu-1 1111111 llu- itl1 •11t il y 11111v1•s 1•v1·ry 1>oi 111 nl l1·asl a clistnnl't• 1/. 

.')!) 
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-----DAVID MALAMENT·-----

Observatimw,lly 

Indistinguishable Space-times 

In his pap er "Ind istinguishable Space-times and the Fundamental 
Croup" 1 Clark Glymour poses a criterion for the ob se1vational indistin
guishability of space-time models and presents two sets of examples from 
the subclass of Robertson-Walker models. The underlying id ea is quite 
intuitive. 

In some space-time models studied in relativity theory any particular 
observer can receive signals from, and hence directly acquire information 
about, only a limited region of space-time. This happens, for instance, in a 
rapidly expanding universe in which galaxies that might try to signal one 
anothe r are actually receding from one anothe r at velocities approaching 
that of light. It may turn out in these cases that the information from that 
limited region of space-time which any one obse1ver can have access to is 
.. ompatible with quite diffe rent overall space-time st1Uctures. Two space-
1 imes are obse1vationally indistinguishable under C lymour's criterion if, 
fc ff p recisely these reasons, no obse1ver in either space-time would have 
~rounds for deciding which of the two, if either, was his. No ob server 
would be able to discriminate obse1vationally between the two even ifhe 
did nothing bu t sit and record signals beamed at him from all directions aU 
, lay long, even if the signals themselves coded aU the spatio-temporal 
i11formation that the sender had to offer, and even if the observer lived 
..tcrnally. 

Glymour is proposing a reason why the spatio-temporal st1Ucture of the 
1111iverse migh t be underdetermined by all observational data that we 
rn 11 Id eve r, even jus t in p rincip le, obtain. Some claims of un
.1,·rdctermination in science are of a ve1y general sort, to the effect that no 
l111dy of evid1·nce will eve1· force a particular scientifi c hypothesis upon us 

NHTE: Most of llw idt•as in I his papt•r ;1 rost· in cmwt·rsalion wilh Robert Ceroch nnd Clark 
I :l)'111 n11r . I l rnvt• uni IH'sil:tlt•tl to i11l·oq •ornlt· their 11111ny t·o11l ri11 11tions. I ;.tm grateful to 
1111111 . 
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